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Presents the unifying world concept long sought by scientists, mystics, and sages: an integral

theory of everything Explains how modern science has rediscovered the Akashic field of perennial

philosophy New edition updates ongoing scientific studies, presents new research inspired by the

first edition, and includes new case studies and a section on animal telepathy
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Amazing and carefully presented scientific/spiritual universal view. It tactfully encompasses that one

is not isolated from the other but that they exist unified.

The consistency of footnoting the authors material really impressed me.The author very clearly

elucidated the anomalous phenomenon that crop up throughout the hard sciences.

Our "Forum on Faith and Science" has started to review "Science and the Reenchantment of the

Cosmos" by the same author. I bought this earlier book to get a better idea of the evolution of the

basic concept of the Akashic Field. I got what I wanted. It is quite clearly written, for a book on

something that most of us would be discovering for the first time. I am sharing it around with several

of my friends because I also think that it should be better known. Our whole sociiety needs to

understand that we ae so basically connected. Two thumbs up! I am also suggesting that they get

some of the later books if they like this one.



Fits perfectly in my way of thinking. Excellent research and clear explanations, easy for everyone to

understand.

It came in the condition as described which isn't pretty but that's just the cover. I am really enjoying

this book and it's worth the money. It's cerebral and I like that.

I am currently taking a course on-line with Ervin Laszlo and find this book a great adjunct to the

series. He write about profound things in a very readable way and the breadth of his thinking is

inspiring. This is a person who has devoted his life to pursuing the search for truth, in all it's guises

and his work, together with many others on the same path, with quantum physics and spirituality, is

now bearing great fruit

Although Mr. Laszlo develops his key idea of an "in-formed" Universe with reports from the

unresolved conundrums of physics which allow the quanta to be used through what, to a lay person,

appears to be... place holders... in the equations... and working forward quickly to more recent

experimental results in many intellectual 'fields'... the implicit edifice... is a description of our

Universe with beyond light speed, enfoldings... in a creative essence.For those who have concluded

as I had that the Universe speaks through cognitive Beings' mouths and feels itself through our

hearts in a thrilling cosmic feedback loop... .Especially if you are a scientist feeling that functional

outcomes without some kind of totality of infinite mystery is a desiccated, even tired reactionary

dead end... for the poetic soul who is alienated from science... for couples wondering at their

attractions and the meaning of love and for the lover of intelligence and wonder and optimism... and

for the religious and spiritual too (with the caveat below), buy and I suspect share this very important

even, beautiful book.Small with no equations... written briskly and with largely simple proses,

proving that profundity is reliably identified by its simplicity of description when that expression...

draws near to a core truth.But of course the "in-formed" review field must include some negative to

be really creative: the word God apparently is anathema to Mr. Laszlo... he cuts any mention of the

idea by saying that any form of divinity is not needed to explain the Universe as we experience it or

its God like... nature.This I found to be shallow... information is not the state of an electrical/chemical

structure of the brain or a memory chip etc. nor is it the "A Field," that is his "Akashic Field," or the

Knowing Field... .Laszlo wants to create a new physical description of why coherence is

experimentally seen in divergent fields that transcends physical connection as currently described



by normative science thought schemes. This I applaud... but why he is allergic to the word "God" to

the point at least of exploring to a small degree... the obvious similarities in religions... to his ideas...

is more interesting.Read his description of his own intellectual journey at the end of the book. It is

interesting but one quickly understands the absence of the "G" word or reference to it except

tangentially in New Age speak here and there: he is a UN, UNESCO, Club of Rome kind of

"systems analyst" and WE are the system.Throw in "sabbaticals" to his "farmhouse in Tuscany," etc.

etc. .I still highly recommend the book but be aware that there may be a world control agenda

"system" that has cooped Mr. Laszlo without his knowledge or with it... . How a man can come to

the conclusions of this book and still spend months writing for the U.N. ... as a proffered mechanism

for the implementation of his ideas one must assume... is chilling and a mystery.Given his

background written in some detail at the back of the book...one can only say there must be more to

Mr. Laszlo politically than this book reveals... or he is still naive in the extreme but that is hard to

believe.The Beast funds anything that tears down ultimately... individuality

responsibility/freedom/creativity... NOT that I am accusing the author of that only that a forced...

"Akashic Field" is a ridiculous concept and anathema, to what he centrally describes here which is

worthy and insightful. But it must be said and should be said more often that the dark Force that is

behind the timed collapse of economies and a symphony of wars to produce a world government

outcome... uses every tool in the intellectual box for its ends.

Irvin Laszlo's "Science and the Akashic Field" discusses his theory that there is more to reality than

the physical realm of modern science. His central point is this: "we need to recognize the presence

of a factor that is neither matter nor energy. The importance of this factor is now acknowledged not

only in the human and social sciences, but also in the physical and life sciences. It is information -

information as a real and effective factor setting the parameters of the universe at its birth, and

thereafter governing the evolution of its basic elements into complex systems ... It is the presence of

in-formation throughout the cosmos, carried and conveyed by the universal in-formation field we

have named the Akashic field."Laszlo credits David Bohm with some of the insights underlying his

(Laszlo's) theory: "other physicists, among them David Bohm, refused to accept the quantum

physical concept as a full description of reality. His "hidden variables theory" suggests that the

selection of the state of the quantum is not random; it is guided by an underlying physical process.

In Bohm's theory a pilot wave, indentified as the quantum potential "Q", emerges from a deeper,

unobservable domain of the universe and guides the observed behavior of particles. Thus, particle

behavior is indeterministic only at the surface; at the deeper level it is determined by the quantum



potential. Later Bohm called the deeper level of reality the "implicate order", a holofield where all the

states of the quantum are permanently coded. Observed reality is the "explicate order
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